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From the editor
It would be a fair question to ask why this issue of issue of
Desert Plants contains detailed descriptions of overseas visits to
four different countries, each article previously published nearly
two decades ago. The best answer is that these overseas botanical expeditions to Australia, Turkmenistan, South Africa, and
Argentina were instrumental—even necessary—in determining
the course of collection development that has brought us to the
present day at Boyce Thompson Arboretum.
These trips were not about collecting seeds or propagules, at
least not directly. Instead, they provided opportunities to experience the botanical and cultural landscapes of these countries
first hand, something that can’t be replaced with floras, field
guides, or scholarly texts—though each trip inevitably yielded
a number of these and other books for the Arboretum library.
Several of these expeditions were timed to coincide with
international botanical conferences, and arrangements were
always made to meet experts at botanical gardens and regional
preserves. Professional networks were initiated, friends were
made, and the seeds for future collaboration were soiwn.
Three of the articles in this issue were written by Matthew B.
Johnson, Program Manager and Curator for the Desert Legume
Program and originally appeared in Aridus, Bulletin of The
Desert Legume Program of Boyce Thompson Arboretum and
The University of Arizona. Each article has been revised by the
author to include updated botanical nomenclature that reflects

currently accepted taxonomy. Matt also reviewed William R.
Feldman’s article with the same criteria. Readers will particularly
note the splitting of the genus Acacia into several new genera.
As a legume and all around arid land plant expert, Matt Johnson has been the Arboretum’s go-to botanist for nearly twentyfive years. His writing, botanical drawing, and photography
skills, along with his notorious memory for observational detail,
have been invaluable, not only during the journeys chronicled
here, but countless others to the American and Mexican states
that lie within the Chihuahuan and Sonoran deserts. He also
accompanied Arboretum Executive Director Mark Siegwarth
during a recent trip to China in May 2012 (described in the
Arboretum’s Newsletter for Members, August 2012).
Matt also made three earlier trips to the Monte and Chaco
regions of South America: two to Argentina in 1991 and 1994,
and another to Paraguay in 1990. Propagules collected on these
trips yielded some of the very first accessions for the Arboretum’s South American plant collection. A detailed account of
these earlier expeditions appears in Aridus 9:1, and it is unfortunate that space would not allow this complimentary information to be reprinted in this issue of Desert Plants.
A Day in the Syunt-Khasardagh Zapovednik of Turkmenistan
was written in 2000 by former Arboretum director William R.
Feldman and previously appeared in Desert Plants Vol. 16, No. 1,
June 2000. It was Bill who spear-headed all four of the interna-
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tional trips described in these pages. And it was he who laid the
ground work for defining and then managing the development
of the Arboretum’s nine distinct desert plant exhibits, four of
which directly benefited from the expeditions described here.
Although his article is an account of a day in the southwest Kopet Dagh Mountains in 1998, it was just one of four
trips that Bill made to Turkmenistan from 1997 – 2000. As
he describes, development of the Arboretum’s Asian Desert
Exhibit was a secondary objective to assisting in the preservation of hundreds of regional cultivars and wild relatives of
plums, apricots, pears, grapes, pomegranates, and pistachios at
the struggling Turkman Experment Station for Plant Genetic
Resources, located in the same region he visited. In 1999, Boyce
Thompson Arboretum received a grant from the MacArthur
Foundation to fund this preservation project, and now, as a
result, scions and seeds from some of these plants are maintained in USDA Agricultural Research Facilities in the U.S.,
ready to be eventually repatriated to Turmenistan.
It is with great sadness that we must report to Desert Plants
readers that Bill Feldman passed away earlier this year after a
long illness. It is to him and his legacy that this issue of Desert
Plants is dedicated.

From left to right: Australian Research Agronomist Peter Milthorpe,
Bill Feldman, and Kim Stone pose in an experimental jojoba plantation near Condobolin, New South Wales, Australia in 1995. MBJ
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Down Under
The Boyce Thompson Arboretum and
Desert Legume Program Expedition to

AUSTRALIA
by Matthew B. Johnson

Figure 1. A mulga (Acacia aneura) woodland south of Menzies, Western Australia, with
the prickly bunch grass, Triodia spinescens, filling in the much of the ground plane.
KWS
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Matthew B. Johnson

Desert Legume Program
Boyce Thompson Arboretum and
the University of Arizona
2120 East Allen Rd.
Tucson, AZ 85719
Editor’s Note: This is an updated version of an article that previously appeared in Aridus, the Bulletin of The Desert Legume
Program of Boyce Thompson Arboretum and The University of
Arizona, Issue 7:4, November 1995.

The great southern continent of Australia is a land of
considerable botanical interest for both DELEP and BTA.
About three quarters of the country has an arid or semiarid
climate. The diverse flora includes nearly 1,000 species of
Acacia and many other legumes. The Boyce Thompson Arboretum has extensive collections of Australian dry-zone plants
which are being incorporated into a major exhibit entitled “An
Australian Walkabout”. Plans were made to travel to Australia
to observe and document the vegetation in parts of the country
with a climate similar to that of southern Arizona and to establish contacts with individuals and organizations working with
Australian dry-zone plants. The trip was scheduled to coincide with the 4th International Botanic Gardens Conservation
Congress, held in Perth in September.
With bags packed and tickets in hand, Bill Feldman, Director of DELEP and Managing Director of BTA, Kim Stone,
Horticulturist at BTA, and I, arrived at Sky Harbor Airport
in Phoenix. After the short flight to Los Angeles it was off
on a nearly fifteen hour flight to Sydney. The fine service on
Qantas Airlines helped to alleviate some of the tedium of the
long flight. There was a sufficient layover before our connecting flight to Perth to permit time to visit the Royal Botanic
Gardens. The Gardens are beautifully landscaped with plants
from around the world. Many of the plants are from eastern
Australia and the adjacent Pacific region. Legumes are wellrepresented including some impressive coral trees (Erythrina).
We flew on to Perth that evening.
The following morning, 21 September, we headed east in a
rental car. Driving on the left side of the road was not particularly difficult to adjust to, although it was necessary to pay
particular attention when making turns to avoid turning into
oncoming traffic. The Darling Range, east of Perth, supports
a forest dominated by species of Eucalyptus. In many areas, the
understory consisted of dense populations of cycads (Macroza-
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mia riedlei) and grass trees (Xanthorrhoea priesii, Kingia australis).
These certainly rate as honorary legumes. Orchids bloomed
among the cycads and grass trees. Legumes made up for their
lack of abundance with outstanding displays of color. Patches
of Kennedia coccinea, with brilliant scarlet flowers, dotted the
roadside. Several kinds of peaflower shrubs (Eutaxia, Daviesia)
bloomed with masses of yellow and red flowers and orange
red flowers. A low-growing Acacia grew as scattered individuals. The southwestern part of Western Australia supports an
incredibly rich flora of up to 8,000 species of vascular plants
including about 350 species of Acacia and many hundreds of
other legumes. Approximately 60% of these plants are endemic
to the region.
Eastward the country becomes progressively drier. Much of
the vegetation has been cleared for wheat production. In many
areas, narrow strips of native vegetation lining the roads are all
that remain. Further east, low and erratic rainfall limits farming. East of Southern Cross, on the Great Eastern Highway, a
yellow sandy soil supports a dense, low heath-like vegetation.
Several attractive acacias and peaflowers were common here.
Driving at dusk is particularly hazardous as kangaroos frequently cross the roads. Dead kangaroos are a common sight along
many stretches of road and most vehicles in the outback sport

Figure 2. Xanthorrhoea priesii in the Darling Range east of Perth.
The blackened trunks were burned by a wildfire. KWS
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Figure 3 (left). This plant community of Maireana sedifolia, Enchilena tomentosa, and Eremophila scoparia, with an overstory dominated by
Eucalyptus lesoufei was the inspiration for the Shrubby Woodland plant community in the Australian Walkabout Exhibit. KWS
Figure 4 (right). We had the good fortune of a chance meeting with professional seed collectors Jack Shiner (left) and Martin Parker of Arid
Land Seeds at breakfast in Leinster, Western Australia. Editor’s note: Over the next several years, the Arboretum acquired 44 accessions of
wild-collected seeds from this company. MBJ

“roo guards”. Our vehicle was not equipped with one and we
followed closely behind a road train in hope that it would clear
any obstructions from our path.
We stayed at Kalgoorlie, a center for mining in this region of
Western Australia. After a visit to the office of the Department
of Conservation and Land Management (C.A.L.M.), Mr. Ian
Kealley, the regional manager, generously took time to guide
us through an arboretum with collections of Eucalyptus and an
area of native vegetation. Sunny skies and mild temperatures
prevailed as we drove north.
The stature of the vegetation became lower as the country
became drier. Acacia aneura, A. acuminata, A. murrayana, A. ramulosa, and Senna artemisioides subsp. zygophylla and subsp. xartemisioides grew with species of Dodonaea, Eremophila, Maireana, other
shrubs, and spinifex grass. Halophytic vegetation surrounded
salt pans. In places, displays of wildflowers added to the rich
appearance of the vegetation. Familiar roadside weeds included red brome (Bromus rubens), Russian thistle (Salsola kali),
and buffelgrass (Pennisetum ciliare); naturalized here as well as
in southern Arizona. The terrain is flat to gently rolling with
occasional low hills. The vegetation forms mosaics across the
land, changing with soil, topography, and precipitation. While

parts of the country have experienced several years of severe
drought, 1995 was the wettest year in nearly 50 years in this
region of Australia. We stayed the night at Leinster, a mining
camp near the edge of the Great Victoria Desert.
The following morning we spent some time botanizing with
Mr. Jack Shiner and Mr. Martin Parker, licensed seed collectors, who we met in the mess hall at breakfast. Heading west
on an unpaved road we passed through a variety of plant
communities. Wide sandy plains alternated with low, rocky
uplands. Much of the area is dominated by Acacia aneura. Acacia
tetragonophylla, A. linophylla, and A. craspedocarpa are important
elements of the vegetation in many places. Subspecies of Senna
artemisioides are locally common. Dozens of species of shrubs,
some with attractive flowers, grow abundantly in this area.
Spectacular displays of wildflowers carpeted the ground with
shades of white, yellow, pink, purple, and blue in large areas of
mulga (Acacia aneura) woodland. While woody legumes dominate the vegetation in this region, we found only one herbaceous legume. Occasional kangaroos and emus were sighted
as we drove on into the gathering dusk. A stop on a low rise
did not reveal a single light or sign of habitation around the
360° sweep of the horizon. Overhead, the Milky Way stretched
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Figure 5. This scene is an example of classic mallee woodland, located just outside of Walpeup, Victoria. It contains many elements—from
the spacing of several different shrubby Eucalyptus species to the colorful understory of low sub-shrubs—that would later serve as the
model for the Arboretum’s Giant Mallee plant community. Even the distribution of dead branches, cast-off bark, and leaf cover were not left
out of the stateside modeling process. KWS

across the sky, undiminished by competition from the lights of
settlements or the moon. The Southern Cross shown among
the canopy of stars.
After a night in Mt. Magnet, we turned south, on a paved
highway again, and headed towards Perth. Eucalypts and other
less xeric plants gradually appeared among the mulga and tracts
of wildflowers. At Lake Goorley, a vast saline pan with low halophytes, the ever-present bush flies were particularly abundant,
eventually forcing a retreat to the car. Near the Wongan Hills
we passed through the remnants of an interesting scrub dominated by Acacia and Casuarina. As we descended the Darling
Range, the lights of Perth stretched out before us toward an
intense red sunset over the Indian Ocean.
The 4th International Botanic Gardens Conservation
Congress, hosted by King’s Park and Botanic Garden, was
held in Perth from 25-29 September. Many excellent papers
and posters were presented. Workshops covered a variety of
subjects including conservation genetics and seed banking. Of

particular interest was a workshop on germplasm exchange
and the implications of the Biodiversity Treaty. This treaty is
of concern to DELEP as it will increasingly affect germplasm
collection and exchange around the world. King’s Park and
Botanic Garden features relaxing walkways through plantings
of flora indigenous to Western Australia.
On 29 September we flew to Adelaide, South Australia.
We drove north to the Flinder’s Ranges in another rental car.
The vegetation in the Flinders is diverse owing to the variety
of habitats created by the topography. Woodlands of Calitris
and Eucalyptus give way to open grasslands. Several legumes are
conspicuous in the Flinders including Acacia (A. pycnantha, A.
ligulata, A. rigens, A. continua), Senna artemisioides, Daviesia genistifolia, and a species of Pultanea. Lowering skies and rain showers
hastened our departure toward Broken Hill. Intermittent rain,
heavy at times, continued throughout the following day. The
rains were certainly welcome as much of this region of Australia had been suffering from prolonged drought. The vegetation
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changed abruptly with soils and topography, and more gradually with precipitation, as we drove east.
The next day dawned cloudy and cool with scattered showers. From Cobar, we drove on to Condobolin where we met Mr.
Peter Milthorpe, Senior Research Agronomist at the Condobolin
New South Wales Agricultural Research and Advisory Station.
Peter visited the Boyce Thompson Arboretum and DELEP on
a trip to the United States several years ago. A home-cooked
meal provided by the Milthorpe’s and the company of several
of Peter’s colleagues was a welcome change.
We accompanied Peter to the family farm. Among the
conspicuous legumes in this region was Acacia stenophylla which
grows on floodplains beneath river red gum (Eucalyptus camauldulensis). Both species are planted for landscaping in parts of
Arizona and California. Acacia pendula, with graceful, weeping
branches, forms open woodlands. This tree is frequently left
in pastures to provide shade for livestock. The most unusual
legume in this region is the cactus pea (Bossiaea walkeri), with flattened, blue green, leaflike stems and showy red flowers. Peter’s
intimate knowledge of the plants and ecology of the region and
his Australian wit made for an interesting and educational day.
All too soon it was time to return to Adelaide— In less than
two weeks of driving, we traveled approximately 6,400 kilometers (4,000 miles) through parts of four of the six mainland Australian states. We toured the grounds of the beautiful
Adelaide Botanic Garden and visited with the director, Dr. Brian
Morley, before our flight to Sydney. Our last day in Australia
permitted time to catch a train from Sydney to Katoomba and
the Blue Mountains National Park for a final look at Australian
plant communities. Several species of peaflower shrubs were
common beneath an overstory of Eucalyptus and Banksia in dry
sites along the impressive canyon rim overlooking the Jamison
Valley. Tree ferns graced moist, south-facing draws and colorful
parrots flitted through the canopy.
Though the trip was long and tiring, all of the objectives
were accomplished. We established contacts with individuals and organizations working with Australian plants. Extensive notes, photographs, slides, and video footage were made
of plant communities and individual plants. The conference
yielded valuable information. The benefits of this trip to both
the Arboretum and to DELEP will continue to be realized for
years to come.
Figure 6. (image below Map 1) Acacia pendula in New South Wales
near Condobilin. KWS
Figure 7 (left). Flood plain with Eucalyptus largiflorens and other
eucalypts with mounds of Rhagodia spinescens filling the ground
plane in New South Wales near Condobilin. KWS
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The Australian Desert
Exhibit
Australian plants have always been a strong focus of the Arboretum’s plant collection development, and they were amongst the
first plants to be planted soon after the Arboretum’s founding
in 1924. The backbone of these original plantings are still alive
today, forming the shady and picturesque allay of eighty foot tall
eucalyptus trees along the section of the Main Trail that parallels
Silver King Wash, clearly labeled “Eucalyptus Grove” on one of
the historic planting plans created before 1930.
Other Australian genera were also planted during these early
years, including Melaleuca, Callistemon, Pittosporum, Casuarina, and
Callitris, mainly on the opposite side of Silver King Wash, in close
proximity to the original Visitor Center, now known as the Smith
Building.
More Australian taxa were planted from the late 1940s through
the 1950s, and again in the early 1980s, but it wasn’t until 1992
that a formal 175 page document was created that directed the
development of what became an eight-acre exhibit, comprised of
eight distinct plant communities, called An Australian Walkabout
(AAW).
Before the plan could be implemented, the horticultural staff
had to travel to Australia to see the plants and the plant communities first hand in a real world context; they needed to visit botanical gardens and meet with their horticultural counterparts and
nurture opportunities for future collaboration; and they had to
develop the all-important resources for acquiring seed, without
which there would be nothing to grow. (The same rational applies
to the expeditions that followed in the next five years to Turkmenistan, South Africa, and South America and their importance
in the ensuing development of those respective exhibits.)
A flush of planting occurred in the late 1990s, including the
boxing and moving of mature trees from other areas into the
AAW—and the moving of non-Australian trees out of the AAW
and into other collections when they did not conform with the
exhibit’s development plan. Propagules were acquired from
seed collectors, predominantly in the native habitats of Western
Austraila and New South Wales, then propagated in the Arboretum and DELEP nusery facilities and planted in the appropriate
plant communities.
Today, nearly twenty years later, this exhibit (now called the
Australian Desert Exhibit) is our largest exhibit and certainly one
of our most immersive and convincing.

Figure 8 (above). The
Shrubby Woodland
plant community in
the Australian Desert
Exhibit. KWS
Figure 9 (left). The
Benson Outback
Bridge framed by
eucalypts in the
Grassy Woodlands
and Grassy Open
Forest plant communities. KWS

A Day in the

Syunt-Khasardagh
Zapovednik of

TURKMENISTAN

by William R. Feldman

Figure 1. Semi-savannah / Mountain Forest on a plateau below Mt. Khasar, the highest
point reached on this day in the Syunt-Khasardagh Zapovednik.

Feldman

William R. Feldman, Ph.D.
Executive Director 1984 - 2005
Boyce Thompson Arboretum
37615 E US Highway 60
Superior, AZ 85173

Editor’s Note: This is an updated version of an article
that previously appeared in Desert Plants, Volume 16,
Number 1, June 2000. All photographs by the author.

On 2 May, 1998, it was my privilege to be able to spend a
day botanizing and exploring in the valley and slopes above
Yoldere stream in the southwestern Kopet Dagh mountains of Turkmenistan. The area in question is part of the
Syunt-Khasardagh Zapovednik (Russian for Nature Preserve).
Located north of Iran and east of the Caspian Sea, Turkmenistan is one of the former Soviet Central Asian republics. Most
of Turkmenistan is comprised of the sandy Kara Kum Desert
of the Turanian lowland. Along the southern border though,
stretches a mountain range marking the northern edge of the
Iranian plateau – the Khorassan-Kopetdagh. With peaks reaching to about 3,000 meters in elevation, this range acts as a refuge
for many species of plants isolated from the moist westerlies in
Miocene times upon the arising of the Caucasus and Zagros
mountains to the west (Atamuradov, 1994).
The Kopetdagh represents the intersection of three major
floristic zones: the Mediterranean (both European and Levantine aspects), the Iranian, and the Turanian, along with a fairly
high percentage (18%) of endemic elements (V. Fet, 1994).
A significant and increasing number of the more than 2,800
species of flowering plants are considered to be rare, threatened or endangered (Red Book of Turkmenistan, 1999). The
Kopetdagh is divided geographically into three major sections:
Eastern, Central and Southwestern. Open to relatively moist
air flows off the Caspian Sea to the west, the Southwestern
Kopetdagh is the part of the range most favored in terms of
both moisture (350mm/year), and the ameliorating effects on
temperature resulting from proximity to the Caspian Sea (Orlovsky, 1994).
The botanical and floristic riches of the Southwestern
Kopetdagh were recognized back in 1916 by one of the 20th
century’s greatest Plant Scientists, Nikolai Ivanovich Vavilov
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who traveled through the region on horseback during a botanical and agricultural germplasm reconnaissance of Iran (Vavilov,
1997). During his journey, Vavilov was impressed with the high
frequency of wild relatives of important fruit and nut-bearing
species that exist in the area in genera such as Prunus, Punica,
Malus, Crategus, Vitis, Juglans, and Ficus. Later, during the late
1920’s, Vavilov, as Head of the Lenin All-Union Institute for
Plant Research was instrumental in the establishment of a plant
germplasm research and development facility in the regional
center of Kara Kala, now known as Garygala in the valley of
the river Sumbar. Home to over 4,000 accessions of fruit and
nut species of critical importance to plant breeders worldwide,
the research station, now named the Turkmen Experiment
Station for Plant Genetic Resources is struggling to survive in
the post-Soviet era. It was to work with the TES-PGR that I
went to Turkmenistan in 1998. Planning and development of
a 4 acre Kopetdagh display at the Boyce Thompson Arboretum
was a secondary objective of the trip.
The Syunt-Khasardagh Nature Reserve is comprised of two
prominent mountain masses, their surrounding foothills, and
the stream of Yoldere between them. The peaks are Mt. Syunt
and Mt. Khasar, the word dagh being Turkoman for mountain.
Although it has since been relaxed (Kamakhina, 2000), in 1998
the Soviet-era prohibition of grazing within the Reserve was
still in effect. As it was in Arizona, 1998 was a moist, “El Niño”
year in Turkmenistan and particularly in the Southwestern

Map 1. Turkmenistan
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Figure 2. The entrance to the the Syunt-Khasardagh Nature Preserve. Several members of the group are scouting ahead to determine the
fitness of the rutted dirt road for vehicular travel. Although1998 was an El Niño year, this day was rain free.

Kopetdagh. We were fortunate to have a sunny day on which to
make our journey! I was also extremely fortunate to be in the
company of two very distinguished persons: the Plant Scientist
Dr. Gregory Levin of the TES-PGR and Mr. Ashir Saparmuradov, Director TES-PGR.
The following vegetative communities or complexes were
traversed on 2 May, 1998: Artemisia steppe / ephemerous
desert; Mountain riparian forest; Shiblyak; Petrophytic
vegetation; Tragacanthoid vegetation; and Semi-savanna /
mountain forest (G. Fet, 1994).
The approach to Syunt-Khasardagh is via a rough dirt road
passing through Artemisia steppe / ephemerous desert.
Located in the foothills of the mountains this vegetative
complex is characterized by species of sagebrush in association
with annual grasses and forbs.
Upon leaving the truck, we made our way through a narrow
cleft in the steeply striking limestone and entered the Mountain riparian forest. Located in a narrow band along the moist,
dense, riparian corridor of Yoldere stream, this community is
characterized by mesophytic deciduous trees such as Syrian ash
(Fraxinus syriaca), Caucasian hackberry (Celtis caucasica), Turkestan tree dogwood (Thelycrania meyeri), Persian walnut (Juglans
regia), and shrubs such as wild plum (Prunus divaricata), honeysuckle (Lonicera floribunda), blackberry (Rubus sanguineus), and
wild rose (Rosa lacerans). Many of these species share floristic
affinities to European taxa.
As we penetrated deeper into Yoldere valley, the landscape

Figure 3. Ashir Saparmuradov, Director of the Turkmen Experiment
Station for Plant Genetic Resources (TES-PGR) and a wild grape,
Vitis sp., within the Mountain Riparian Forest vegetative community.

Feldman
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Figure 4 (above). The Shiblyak plant community, often dominated by dense stands of Turkmen maple, Acer turcomanicum and Christ’s
Thorn, Paliurus spina-christi.
Figure 5 (right). Ashir Saparmuradov with Ferula oopoda, a common flowering perennial in the Shiblyak plant community.

began to open up revealing the plant community which is most
characteristic of Syunt-Khasardag, Shiblyak. Shiblyak is a
Mediterranean short-tree woodland located on the slopes overlooking Yoldere and characterized by dominant species such as
Turkmen maple (Acer turcomanicum), and Christ’s thorn (Paliurus
spinacristi).
After enjoying lunch at a lovely limestone waterfall, Dr. Levin
returned to await us at the truck, and our exertions began in
earnest as we moved up the steep shale slope toward the distant

Figure 6. Astragalus sp. (with edible fruit) within the Petrophytic
vegetative community.

and seemingly ever-receding ridgeline. These rocky and gravelly
substrates support a vegetation type known as Petrophytic.
Depending upon slope, aspect and lithology, Petrophytic vegetation is intermingled with a dense Turkmen Maple community—on the moist, north facing slopes—which can be very
difficult to penetrate.
Our exertions were rewarded by a temporary respite upon
gaining the ridgeline where Yoldere valley heads out. From
here, there was still a considerable distance to the plateau
from which the peak of Mr. Khasar rises. Along this ridge, we
encountered elements of Tragacanthoid vegetation characterized by plants in the genera of Acanthophyllum (Plumbaginaceae), Acantholimon (Apiaceae), and Tragacantha (Fabaceae) all of
which assume the typical life-form known as “cushion plants.”
Very arid and cold adapted, cushion plants are slow growing
and long-lived (Popov, 1994).
After a final struggle uphill through very dense Shiblyak, we
emerged onto the plateau from which the peak of Mt. Khasar
arises. The plant community here is a complex of Semisavanna/Mountain forest. During the 1970s Soviet archaeologists routinely spent six weeks in this area excavating medieval
Zoroastrian settlements. It is astounding to me that the sites
of excavation were accessed and supplied only via the arduous
route by which we had ascended!
The way back was long and hard. Picture taking and botanizing had, of necessity, to take a back seat to safely descend-
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Figure 7. Crategus sp., hawthorne, has been studied by TES-PGR scientists due to its very high fruit quality yield. In the Artemisia Steppe /
Ephemerous Desert vegetation type.

ing before nightfall. In fact, Mr. Saparmuradov had brought
four Japanese scientists to this same area the year before and
ended up spending the night on top in what was an uncomfortable and unanticipated camp out, the knowledge of which
kept us moving briskly along! We reached the truck and a most
welcome draught of Dr. Levin’s homemade pomegranate wine
just as it was getting dark.
All-in-all it was a most memorable, exerting, and exciting day
—a unique opportunity to visit and photograph an important
and fascinating floristic treasure trove. To be able to do so in
the company of people as knowledgeable as Dr. Levin and Mr.
Saparmuradov was a great privilege indeed. The help of these
colleagues was invaluable in terms of both taxonomic plant
identification and ethnobotanic information. Deep thanks also
to Matt Mulherin formerly of UNDP-Turkmenistan, and to
our driver Alexi Barnovsky.
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Artemisia Steppe / Ephemerous Desert

Figure 8. Allium christophii

Figure 9. Hordeum bulbosum

Figure 10. Allium rubellum

Figure 11. Approaching a cloud-shrouded Mt. Syunt from the south. A homestead is in center frame.
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Mountain Riparian Forest

October 2015

Shiblyak

Figure 14. Colutea gracilis

Figure 12. Along the trail in Yoldere Valley. L to R: Alexi Barnovsky,
Matthew Mulherin, Dr. Gregory Levin, Ashir Saparmuradov. The grape
vine is either Vitis vinifera or V. sylvestris.

Figure 15. Shiblyak slope with Jasminum fruticans and Ferula oopoda.

Figure 13. Thelycrania meyeri, Turkmen dogwood

Figure 16. Acer turcomanicum on steep shale slope.
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Petrophytic vegetation

Figure 17. Acer turcomanicum, leaves and fruit

Figure 19. Hymenocrater bituminosus

Figure 18. Steep slope with Shiblyak and Petrophytic vegetation.

Figure 20. Scrophularia litwinovii
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Tragacanthoid vegetation

Figure 21(upper left). Ashir Saparmuradov with Tragacanthus sp.
Figure 22 (above). Tragacanthus sp.
Figure 23 (left). The typical life form of “cushion plants,” long-lived
plants known for their cold and arid adaptations, common in the four
plant families that comprise Tragacanthoid vegetation.
Figure 24 (below). The plateau from which Mt. Khasar rises, typical
of the Semi-savannah / Mountain Forest vegetation.

Semi-savannah / Mountain Forest
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The Asian Desert
Exhibit
A formal plan for the development of the Kopet-Dagh Arid
Region Exhibit was completed in 1998, just after Bill Feldman
had returned from his first of four trips to Turkmenistan the
previous year. This document was predominantly a site plan
that identified and defined the parameters of the exhibit,
considered existing topography and microclimates, and made
recommendations for locations of Kopet-Dagh plant communities, such as the Mountain Riparian Forest and Shiblyak.
As a result of Dr. Feldman’s initial Turkmenistan expedition
and the three that followed, sources for wild-collected seed
were established, and by the year 2000, many of these taxa,
including endemics within genera such as Allium, Acer, Paliurus,
Jasminum, and Celtis, had already been grown out in the DELEP
and Arboretum nurseries. Most of these plants, including the
Turkmen apple (Malus turkmenorum), were planted on the southfacing slope (north side of the Main Trail) in the Shiblyak plant
community, and on the opposite side of the trail in the Mountain Riparian Forest community along Queen Creek.
These plants joined what was already a core Asian exhibit,
including a row of historic jujube cultivars (Ziziphus jujuba)
planted in 1925 that form a familiar line of fruit-bearing trees
along the north side of the Main Trail. Pomegranates (Punica
granatum) are also well represented and historic components
along the Main Trail, some with double flowers and unique
flower colors and fruits.

Figure 25 (above).
The fall foliage of Paliurus spina-christi in the
Shiblyak plant community of the Asian Desert
Exhibit.
Figure 26 (left). Ziziphus
jujuba cultivars, planted
in 1925, with fully developed autumn foliage
along the Main Trail.

Plant Safari
The Boyce Thompson Arboretum and
Desert Legume Program Expedition to

SOUTH
AFRICA

by Matthew B. Johnson

Figure 1. A giraffe feeds on a Vachellia tortilis subsp. heteracantha at Kruger National Park. MBJ
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On September 2, 1998, DELEP and Boyce Thompson
Arboretum Director, Bill Feldman, Arboretum Horticulturist
Steve Carter, and I departed for South Africa. We planned to
travel through some of the dry regions in the western half of the
country to observe and photograph plants and habitats which
would serve as models for the South African exhibit which is
being developed at the Arboretum. Our trip was scheduled to
coincide with the Fifth International Botanic Gardens Conservation Congress. The flight from Phoenix to Cape Town by
way of New York and Johannesburg was a long one. We spent
a few days in and around Cape Town, preparing for the trip and
waiting for some of our delayed luggage to arrive. It had been
several years since any of us had driven on the left-hand side
of the road but we made the transition without mishap. The
mild weather in Cape Town was a refreshing change from the
Arizona summer heat.
Leaving the coast, we entered the Little Karoo. This region is
also called the Succulent Karoo due to the abundance of succulent plants found here. The Little Karoo receives mainly winter
rainfall in the west, with summer rainfall increasing eastward.
We traveled to Worcester, where the Karoo Desert National
Botanical Garden is located. This beautiful garden is incorporated into the existing native vegetation. It includes extensive
plantings of species from the Karoo region and other dry areas
of southern Africa. The garden contains a wealth of succulents
and a number of legumes in the living collection. The Curator,
Ian Oliver, generously spent time with us identifying plants and
answering questions.
The adjacent hills support a diverse, low shrub community
with many succulent components. Euphorbia mauritanica and
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Aloe microstigma are the most conspicuous succulents at this
site and shrubby Mesembryanthemaceae and Crassulaceae are
abundant. The mesembs were flowering with showy masses of
pink, orange, yellow, and white. Legumes are not common here
but Lessertia montana (Sutherlandia montana) is regularly encountered. This species and the closely related L. frutescens, also seen
on the trip, have distinctive, showy red flowers and inflated
pods. One of the common names, cancer bush, stems from the
use of the plant in folk medicine. Lessertia frutescens (Sutherlandia
frutescens) does well in cultivation in southern Arizona, though
the plants live for only two or three years. They are easily propagated from seeds and will flower in the first season, often while
nighttime temperatures fall below freezing. A white flowered
form was being grown at the garden. Other legumes growing
here are Indigofera heterophylla and Lebeckia cytisoides.
The Worcester area receives rainfall in both winter and
summer, with a yearly average of 250 mm. For the past two
years precipitation had been far below average. Despite the dry

Figure 2. Bill Feldman (left) and Matt Johnson in the Billy Duvenhage
Game Park, near Kuruman. In the backround to the left is Vachellia
erioloba. SJC
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conditions, many of the shrubs and succulents were flowering.
Only a few bulbs were evident.
To the east we traveled through hilly country with tidy farms
in the valleys and spectacular mountain ranges in the distance.
Field crops and fruit orchards as well as cattle, sheep, and
ostrich are products of the region. As the country becomes
drier, cultivation of crops is limited. The low, dark vegetation
on the hillsides here appears less diverse than around Worcester. Occasionally we caught a glimpse of springbok or eland
grazing on the hills. Vachellia karroo (Acacia karroo) is the largest
plant in much of this area, and forms woodlands along dry
watercourses. Many of the plants are armed with impressive,
paired, white spines. This is the most widespread acacia in
South Africa and has many local uses. Some forms are quite
cold tolerant and are occasionally cultivated in Arizona.
Outside of Ladismith we visited the Klein Karoo Nature
Preserve. This is owned by the municipality and is used for
recreation. The hills support a vegetation type known as Spekboomveld, dominated by Portulacaria afra, the spekboom, or
elephant’s food plant. These succulent shrubs commonly grow
to 3 m tall. Many low microphyllous shrubs and a considerable
variety of succulent Crassulaceae grow here. On some slopes,
Aloe speciosa is found. Some of these pedestal aloes were 3-4 m
tall. Most of the succulents are dependent on winter rainfall.
Few legumes were seen here, though Vachellia karroo was occasional along dry watercourses.
The Oudtshoorn area is an ostrich ranching center and has
many tourist facilities. Vachellia karroo is abundant along the
road north into the mountains. A rich, low woodland grows

Figure 3. Vachellia karoo in the Klein Karroo Nature Preserve, near Ladismith. MBJ
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here with the higher rainfall. Baboons are common and precautions are necessary to prevent them from climbing into vehicles
while stopping to view them. We traveled over the Swartburg on
an unpaved road. This rugged mountain range supports Mountain Fynbos vegetation; a diverse vegetation type composed
of many shrubby plants including Protea species. A number
of plants were flowering. Cold temperatures, strong winds and
lack of time permitted only a brief look around in this fascinating area.
Situated at the base of the Swartburg, Prince Albert is a
picturesque town with many historic buildings. To the north
lies the Great Karoo. This vast dry region has predominantly
summer rainfall. The vegetation has a more arid aspect than in
the Little Karoo with open shrublands and perennial grasses.
Succulents are uncommon. Just north of Prince Albert were
beautiful patches of wildflowers for several kilometers along
the road. A localized rainstorm apparently provided sufficient
moisture in this area, as the flowers were absent beyond. Yellow
and orange flowers of Gazania and Dimorphotheca (Asteraceae)
contrasted with a pink flowered Mesembryanthemaceae. Vachellia karroo was the only legume noted for considerable distances.
The Karoo National Park, near Beaufort West, supports
abundant grasses and shrubs in an arid setting typical of large
areas of the Great Karoo. Flat-topped mountains are similar
to those in parts of the American southwest. Vachellia karroo
was the only legume we encountered. Hillsides supported a
surprising variety of low, microphyllous and often spiny shrubs
including several species of Asparagus.
Heading north, we traversed the Nama Karoo, a vast and

Figure 4. Vachellia erioloba in the Billy Duvenge Game Park, near Kuruman. MBJ
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Figure 5. A hillside dominated by Aloe speciosa in the Little Karroo, east of Ladismith. MBJ

sere region of bleak plains with little vegetation or topography.
As one descends into the Orange River valley, acacias become
abundant. Growing with Vachellia karroo is Senegalia mellifera
subsp. detinens. Called black thorn, the stems have small curved
spines which readily hook the unwary person who ventures too
close. This acacia typically grows as a large, spreading shrub.
Many plants bore numerous rounded heads of white flowers.
Senegalia mellifera is browsed by wildlife and livestock and is a
source of nectar for honey. This species is thriving in DELEP’s
Tucson fields. We crossed the Orange River at Prieska. The
Orange is a major river with year-round flow and much of the
floodplain is devoted to agriculture.
We drove along back roads via Griquatown and Postmasburg
to Kuruman. The vegetation varied from rather open grassland to low acacia and mixed open woodland, and shrubland.
We first encountered Vachellia erioloba, camel thorn, along this
route. These magnificent trees prefer deep soils and can reach
impressive dimensions in suitable habitats. The spreading
crowns of larger trees sometimes support the huge communal
nests of sociable weaver birds. Camel thorn is easily identified

by its thick, woody, pale gray, persistent pods. This species is
widespread in southern Africa and has many local uses. Vachellia erioloba is sometimes grown as a landscape tree in Arizona.
Other plants along this route are olive, Olea europea, and African
sumac, Rhus lancea.
Outside of Kuruman we visited the Billy Duvenhage Game
Park with two employees of the municipality. This area has
been set aside as a wildlife preserve. The red Kalahari sand
supports an acacia savannah dominated by Vachellia erioloba.
The dense grass and spreading trees were the first habitat we
had visited on our travels which looked distinctly “African” to
us. Vachellia haematoxylon (Acacia haematoxlyon), grey camel thorn,
grows as scattered individuals. A shrub or small tree to 5 m tall
with needle-like spines; it is readily identified by its extremely
pale, grayish foliage with minute leaflets. This attractive acacia
would make an excellent small tree for patios. Cultivated plants
in DELEP’s fields have been undamaged down to -9° C but are
extremely slow growing. Candle-pod acacia, Vachellia hebeclada
subsp. hebeclada (Acacia hebeclada subsp. hebeclada) forms sprawling thickets of unpleasantly spiny branches. The common name
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refers to the thick pods which are held erect along the twigs.
This species has done well in Tucson. Senegalia mellifera subsp.
detinens also grows here with a variety of non-legume shrubs.
To the west, the country assumes an increasingly arid aspect.
Tufts of grass, Vachellia haematoxylon and other shrubs grow on
low red dunes of Kalahari sand. Vachellia erioloba is confined to
dry watercourses. West of Upington, at Augrabies Falls National Park, the Orange River has carved an impressive gorge. Away
from the river, the vegetation of this arid desert region is rather
sparse but quite diverse with a variety of shrubs and some
succulents. The most distinctive plant is Aloe dichotoma, the
quiver tree. This arborescent aloe commonly grows to 5 m tall.
Schotia afra var. angustifolia, Karoo Boer-bean, is a caesalpinioid
legume found in this area. It forms gnarled, spreading shrubs
to 4 or 5 m high. The seeds are edible. Plants are slow growing
but attractive and have done well in cultivation in Arizona. They
produce showy, tube-like, red flowers in the winter and spring.
This species has excellent landscape potential.
“Forests” of Aloe dichotoma grow on rocky hills towards
Kenhardt. Southward, the highway traverses the Verneuk Pan.
This is a desolate region of low hills and long stretches of
barren plains. The sparse vegetation consists of short grasses and low shrubs. The landscape had a gray and desiccated
appearance. It would be interesting to observe the contrast in
a rainy year. Our return route to Cape Town took us through
Calvinia and VanRhynsdorp.
We drove 3200 km in eight days, taking notes, photographs,
and video of many plant communities. This information will
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be extremely useful in developing the South African exhibit at
the Arboretum.
The meetings at Kirstenbosch Botanical Garden provided an
excellent opportunity to make contacts and to learn of developments regarding the Convention on Biological Diversity and
its impacts on international exchange of germplasm. Kirstenbosch is a beautiful botanical garden set against the spectacular
backdrop of Table Mountain. The Garden displays southern
African plants including a number of legumes. Kirstenbosch
is a center of botanical research and much important plant
conservation work takes place here. A mid-conference field trip
to the Cape of Good Hope and Cape Point provided an opportunity to visit the Coastal Fynbos. Invasive alien plants are a
serious threat and outcompete native species. Extensive areas
have been taken over by species of Eucalyptus and by Acacia
saligna. A major effort is underway to eradicate these Australian
natives from natural areas.
On the last day of the conference, my wife, Pat Rorabaugh,
joined us in Cape Town. After the conference, Bill and Steve
departed for Arizona while Pat and I flew to Johannesburg to
pick up a photographic safari to Kruger National Park. No vacation is truly a vacation if there are plants to see, and this was
no exception. Situated east of the Drakenburg, in the Lowveld
along the border with Mozambique, Kruger is covered with
seasonally dry grassy woodlands supporting a spectacular variety of large animals. While animals are certainly the main attraction, the plant diversity is also high and legumes are important
components of the plant communities. Botanizing here can

Figure 6 (above). Schotia afra var. angustifolia, Karoo Boer-bean. MBJ
Figure 7 (right). Schotia afra var. angustifolia in flower at Boyce Thompson Arboretum. SJC
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Figure 8. The familiar flat-topped shape of Vachellia tortilis subsp. heteracantha, Kruger National Park. MBJ

be a challenge. September is at the end of the dry season and
many plants are dormant and deciduous. In addition, visitors
are confined to vehicles except at a few established stops. This
rule is based on past interactions between people and animals.
It doesn’t look good to have the tourists eaten by lions.
Our trip was to the southern part of Kruger so we missed
seeing some of the more northerly legumes and other fantastic plants such as baobab. While it was not possible to identify
many of the plants, some of the legumes were familiar from
examples growing at the DELEP fields in Yuma. At least two
dozen species of Vachellia and Senegalia grow in the park. Several are particularly distinctive. Growing on drier sites, flat-topped
trees of Vachellia tortilis subsp. heteracantha (Acacia tortilis subsp.
heteracantha), the umbrella thorn, are often browsed by giraffes.
The fever tree, Vachellia xanthophloea (Acacia xanthophloea), with
its bright, yellow green bark is unmistakable. The common
name stems from a belief that the trees caused malaria. Fever
trees often grow on moist sites which are favorable for malarial
mosquitoes.
Paperbark acacia, Vachellia sieberiana var. woodii (Acacia sieberiana var. woodii), forms spectacular flat topped trees. Many fine
examples grow at lower elevations in the Drakenburg along
the main highway to Johannesburg. Small trees of Cassia abbreviata with their long, cylindrical seed pods are occasionally seen.
The apple-leaf tree, Philenoptera violacea (Lonchocarpus capassa), is

Map 1. South Africa
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common in some areas and maintains its foliage during the dry
season, as does Peltophorum africanum. Mundulea sericea, cancer
bush, was beginning to produce its attractive purple flowers.
Other legumes, perennial vines from underground tubers and
annual species, are not active at this season. Fire and elephants
are the two most important natural agents affecting the vegetation in the park. Wildfires are a natural occurrence and fire is
used as a management tool in Kruger to maintain a diversity of
habitats and food for the animals. Elephants exert a significant
effect on the woody vegetation. Even large trees may be pushed
over. The animals eat the twigs and bark. In some places the
destruction of trees is considerable.
South Africa is blessed with abundant natural beauty and
diversity. The human population is likewise diverse. The country has experienced rapid changes since the end of apartheid
and has many challenges ahead. Precautions relating to crime
are necessary, however, the friendly and helpful attitude of
most people made the trip even more enjoyable. The staff of
Botanic Gardens Conservation International and of Kirstenbosch Botanical Garden did an outstanding job of organizing

Figure 9. Two mature fever trees, Vachellia
local fauna. MBJ
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the conference. Observing the many plants and habitats has
provided information which will be useful to DELEP and the
Arboretum for years to come. The many sights and sounds of
the African bush, a classic flat-topped Vachellia tortilis silhouetted against the setting sun, the cries of hyenas and an occasional
roar of a lion at night, will last a lifetime.
I extend a sincere thank you to the many individuals who
shared their time with us and helped us to better understand the
country and the plants.

(Acacia) xanthophloea in Kruger National Park. Also pictured are two herbivorous members of the
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Figure 10. Spekboom Veld plant community at Boyce Thompson Arboretum with
Aloe ferox flowering in mid winter. The
lone tree is Rhus lancea. TLK

The Southern Africa Desert
Exhibit
Several of the arborescent elements of the Southern Africa
Desert Exhibit were in place many decades before the 1998
South Africa expedition, including a half dozen mature Rhus
lancea trees and two equally mature Combretum erythrophyllum
specimens. The trees are now considered part of the Riverine
Forest plant community, mainly on the south side of the Main
Trail, as are a Diospyros lycioides and Rhus leptodictya planted in the
early 1990s.
Further south, a broad open area was designated the Kalahari
Thornveld, an open savannah-type community typified by flattop acacias, kept pruned in their native Africa by long-necked
herbivores (see page 20). This area was planted with a number
of Vachellia erioloba trees and other acacias in the late 1990s.
On the north side of the exhibit is the Spekboom Veld with
large Aloe ferox and other aloes growing from high up on the
rocky slope (see photo above). In the long planting bed that

hugs the slope is the Aloe Garden which benefitted in recent
years from an Aloe collector (and staff member) who donated
her entire collection of aloes to the Arboretum. This area is
prone to heavy frosts and must be protected, particularly during
the main flowering period in December and January.
For a number of reasons, particularly the desire to make the
Southern Africa Desert Exhibit much more open in character
(it is currently hemmed in by the steep walls of Magma Ridge
on one side and a similar barrier created by Pancho Plateau on
the other), current plans now call for much of this collection
to be redeveloped on the west end of the Arboretum on the
opposite side of Queen Creek from the Demo Garden. Many
of the plants have already been grown in the nursery for this
new area and planting will take place over the next several years.

The Monte and Chaco Regions of
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Figure 1. Tephrocactus aoracanthus, northwest of San Juan. MJB
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Argentina is a country of great natural beauty and
diversity. Extending from north of the Tropic of Capricorn
to Tierra del Fuego, much of the country has a dry climate.
Legumes are an important element of many plant communities,
particularly in the Chaco and Monte regions in the northwest,
the area that we planned a visit. The purpose of the trip was to
observe and photograph the vegetation in a variety of habitats
for assistance in further development of the Argentine plant
exhibits at the Arboretum, to document information on many
of the native legumes, and to make contacts with individuals for
possible collaboration.
On the first day of November, 2000, BTA and DELEP
Director Bill Feldman, BTA Horticulturist Jeff Petrie, and I
departed Phoenix for Buenos Aires via Miami. We enjoyed a
mild and sunny spring day in the Argentine capital as we visited
bookstores to seek out references on the flora of the country.
A final flight took us to Mendoza, a pleasant city situated at
the base of the mountains in a large agricultural region. Rivers
flowing down from the Andes provide water for irrigation. We

Figure 2. The steep grades of Highway 7 near Mendoza, Argentina.
The Andes Mountains rise in the distance. MJB
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picked up a rental vehicle and drove to our hotel in the city.
Driving in Argentina, particularly in urban areas, is not for the
timid.
We visited a small nature preserve in the hills on the west side
of Mendoza for our first look at the plants of this region of
the country. The vegetation in this part of the Monte Desert
resembles the vegetation in parts of the Chihuahuan Desert of
North America. Shrubs predominate, with a variety of herbaceous plants and smaller cacti. Many spring-flowering species
were in bloom. Larrea cuneifolia, one of the South American
creosote bushes in the Zygophyllaceae was particularly abundant. It is called “jarilla norte sur” after the north south orientation of the foliage.
Also in abundance was Zuccagnia punctata, “jarilla melosa”, a
caesalpinioid legume that superficially resembles Larrea from a
distance. This attractive evergreen shrub has racemes of small
yellow flowers and resinous foliage with an aroma similar to
that of spruce trees (Picea spp.). It typically grows 1-2 m high,
but in favorable sites may attain 4 m. Zuccagnia is an excellent
candidate for introduction as a low water-use landscape plant.
Other legumes present included Parkinsonia praecox (Cercidium
praecox subsp. glaucum). This subspecies tends to remain shrubby
unlike the widespread subsp. praecox. Senna aphylla is common
here. This attractive plant is leafless beyond the seedling stage,
and resembles species of Ephedra (Ephedraceae) with its
numerous slender green stems. Senna aphylla has done well in
cultivation in southern Arizona and is beginning to be grown as
a landscape plant. A shrubby algarrobo, Prosopis flexuosa, Prosopidastrum globosum, and a species of Adesmia were also found here.
Another interesting shrub at this site is Bougainvillea spinosa, in
the Nyctaginaceae, with spiny stems, reduced leaves and small
yellow bracts subtending the flowers. Many of the other plants
were recognizable as the same genera as plants found in dry
regions of North America. Mr. Frederico Soria, a ranger at the
preserve, assisted us with plant identification.
The following day we headed west from Mendoza and up
into the Andes. Ranges of steep and rugged mountains rise
above arid valleys. Each turn in the road presented scenic views
and changing geology. Larrea cuneifolia is replaced by Larrea
divaricata as elevation increases. A notable cactus in this area is
Denmoza rhodacantha. In growth form it resembles some of the
North American Ferocactus species. Though present at the nature
preserve, this species grows larger in the more favorable conditions at higher elevations. Some hillsides supported hundreds
of plants attaining heights up to 2 m. Several of the legumes we
observed at the nature preserve the previous day were common
here. Higher up we entered a dry grassland community with
scattered shrubs. Immense snow-capped peaks tower above the
landscape. Clouds were lowering and snow began to fall. A few
kilometers from the border with Chile we turned off at Cerro
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Aconcagua Provincial Park. At 6,962 m (22,834 ft), Aconcagua
is the highest point in the Americas. After a short hike near the
park headquarters, the biting wind, freezing temperatures, and
snow squalls hastened our return to Mendoza.
We departed for San Juan and then north toward La Rioja.
The weather was mild with variable clouds. This vast desert
country felt familiar in many respects. Much of the area had
received significant rainfall in previous months resulting in lush
vegetation and numerous wildflowers. The shrubs and many
cacti were flowering as well. In addition to the widespread
Parkinsonia praecox, Prosopis flexuosa and Senna aphylla, we saw
Mimosa ephedroides, another Ephedra mimic. Though it produces
leaves under favorable conditions, for much of the year it is

tive corkscrew-like fruits. Prosopis chilensis became increasingly
common northward. The vegetation became denser with new
species appearing as we entered the Arid Chaco, a vast shrubby
woodland lying between the Monte Desert and the Semiarid
Chaco. We encountered numerous trees of Senegalia visco (Acacia
visco) along drainages coming out of the mountains north of
Chepes. This is the largest acacia native to Argentina. It can
grow to 15 m (50 ft) high, is unarmed and has lacy foliage.
It is sometimes planted in plazas and along streets as a shade
tree. The acacias and algarrobos were especially attractive with
the fresh, bright green, newly emerged foliage. Senegalia visco
has been cultivated in Arizona under the mistaken identity of
Acacia abyssinica. The original plants in the state were planted at

Figure 3. Zuccagnia punctata. Parque Nacional Sierra de las Quijadas, San Luis. MBJ

Figure 5. Parkinsonia praecox, east of San Juan. Photo: JMP

Figure 4. Vachellia aroma, near San Juan. JMP

leafless, with unarmed, photosynthetic twigs. Another common
and widespread legume is Prosopis torquata. This usually shrubby species has racemes of bright yellow flowers and distinc-

Boyce Thompson Arboretum over 80 years ago.
Lowering skies and rain showers greeted us as we headed
west again into the Monte. At Valley of the Moon, in northern
San Juan Province, we encountered intermittent fog, drizzle and
a steady cold wind. It was quite a treat to see such an arid desert
region under these conditions. Outside of La Rioja, in the
rugged Sierra de Velasco we encountered a variety of legumes
including Mimosa farinosa. This mimosa is a small to large shrub
with small and relatively innocuous prickles. Senegalia furcatispina
(Acacia furcatispina), “garabato negro”, certainly deserves the name
“barbedwire acacia” for its peculiar armament. The painfully
sharp, opposed spines are set on short spurs along the stems and
are particularly difficult to disentangle without being hooked
by adjacent spines. This plant has done well in cultivation in
southern Arizona and would be very effective if planted as a
security hedge. The rocky slopes support forests of Echinopsis
terscheckii (Trichocereus terscheckii), a large columnar cactus resembling the saguaro, Carnegiea gigantea, of the Sonoran Desert. The
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slopes were covered with masses of spiny terrestrial bromeliads
and these, together with the low but dense woody and often
spiny vegetation, made walking around on the slopes challenging. While the vegetation resembles Arizona in some respects,
the ground bromeliands (Dyckia and Deuterocohnia) as well as
an abundance of three species of epiphytic Tillandsia, and the
presence of parrots, provided significant contrasts.
The area around Aimogasta to the north of the Sierra de
Velasco is particularly arid, receiving perhaps 100 mm of rainfall per year. We traveled north towards Andagala, in Catamarca
Province, along the west side of the massive Sierra de Ambato.
An extensive salt pan, the Salar de Pipinaco, lies to the west
at the lowest part of a vast basin. Skies were sunny and the
wind was considerable. Yellow flowers of Vachellia aroma and
white flower of Senegalia furcatispina provided color among the
denser shrubby vegetation along the lower bajada. At this more
northerly and warmer latitude, plants such as Parkinsonia praecox
and Senna aphylla had mostly finished flowering. Several olive
plantations have recently been planted in this area. Numerous
broad, sandy arroyos drain the mountain range. These often
support huge trees of Prosopis chilensis, some of which are up to
15 m (50 ft) tall with trunks a meter or more in diameter. Near
Andagala the vegetation, dominated by Vachellia, Larrea, Prosopis
and large Echinopsis, was especially reminiscent of that in parts
of the Sonoran Desert. Heading back to the south, the wind
had churned up an impressive dust storm. The sun faded to a
pale disk in the brown haze and visibility was reduced to less
than a kilometer as airborne sand snaked and rippled across the

Figure 6 (above). Tillandsia
duratii, an epiphyte, is growing
from Echinopsis terscheckii in
the Sierra del Velasco. MBJ
Figure 7 (left). A long view of
Sierra del Velasco. JMP
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Figure 8 (top). Senna aphylla in flower. MBJ
Figure 9 (bottom). Matt Johnson and Bill Feldman descend into a
canyon of Echinopsis terscheckii near Choya, east of Catamarca.
JMP

pavement. The dust storm passed and the sun dipped below the
western horizon. The arid, moonlit landscape was permeated
by a pleasant moist scent carried on the cool night air. Towering
thunderheads to the east of La Rioja were illuminated by the
bright moonlight and frequent lightning.
We departed Catamarca the following morning under cloudy
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skies with intermittent drizzle. The Arid Chaco vegetation east
of the city is a particularly dense thornscrub and in places is
nearly impossible to penetrate due to the tangled thickets of
spiny plants. As elsewhere, legumes were dominant, with Vachellia aroma, Senegalia furcatispina, Parkinsonia praecox subsp. praecox, Prosopis nigra, and Senna aphylla being particularly abundant.
The rains had come early and with abundance this year and the
forest canopy was in an advanced state of leaf development.
An almost infinite variety of hues of green covered the slopes
of the Sierra de Ancasti in the mountain Chaco forest. This
subtropical forest includes many species that are partially or
wholly deciduous during the drier winter months. Clouds and
occasional light rain continued as we drove on towards Santiago
del Estero. The Semiarid Chaco is a tropical/subtropical dry
forest that covers much of the lowlands of northern Argentina
to the east of the mountains, as well as parts of western Paraguay, southwest Bolivia and adjacent Brazil. The forest contains
a high diversity of species that are adapted to seasonal drought.
Legumes are important elements of plant communities in the
Semiarid Chaco.
Morning broke over Santiago del Estero under a steady rain
that increased in intensity as the hours passed. Water filled the
streets and then covered many of the sidewalks. Shopkeepers struggled to keep the floodwater out of their stores. With
water leaking through the floor of our vehicle, we managed to
navigate the flooded streets to higher ground and made our
way out of the city. The rain eased up as we drove south. A
conspicuous legume in this area is Prosopis kuntzei, a distinctive
tree that produces a dense canopy of photosynthetic twigs with
highly reduced, drought-deciduous leaves. This interesting and
attractive plant commonly grows to 8 m (25 ft) high. Prosopis
kuntzei, along with several other members of the genus found in
Argentina, is listed as a prohibited noxious weed by the USDA
and may not be imported or grown in the U.S. Another Prosopis species found in this region, though hardly conspicuous, is
P. reptans var. reptans. This subshrub seems to prefer growing
beneath trees where it seldom exceeds 60 cm in height. Prosopis reptans var. reptans has tightly coiled pods like those of the
closely related P. reptans var. cinerascens that occurs in southern
Texas and northeastern Mexico.
In northern Cordoba province we passed through an extensive area of salt lakes with surrounding halophytic vegetation.
On slightly higher terrain was a more diverse shrubby community dominated by Stetsonia coryne, a much-branched, candelabralike cactus that attains the size of a small tree. A common name
for the plant is “toothpick cactus”, referring to the notably long
spines. Further south the terrain was rolling with areas of Prosopis and Vachellia. Other sites support magnificent savannahs
of Trithrinax campestris. This exquisite fan palm, with glaucous
bluish leaves, seldom grows taller than 8 m (25 ft) and is worthy
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Figure 10 (top). Opunitia quimilo,
south of Santiago del Estero. In the
far backround are the tips of multibranched, candelabra-shaped Stetsonia coryne, often called the toothpick
cactus. JMP
Figures 11 and 12 (left). Trithrinax
campestris, found growing nearly
monotypically, forming a huge savanna in northern Cordoba province.
JMP

of cultivation. The verdant terrain at the north end of the Sierras de Cordoba is dominated by Prosopis chilensis and other trees.
Legumes such as Geoffroea decorticans and acacias are common
here. The rather dense understory supports many shrubs, vines
and herbaceous plants. Several cacti and bromeliads are found
in rocky areas.
We drove west from Cordoba into the mountains where
legumes are poorly represented, perennial bunchgrasses
predominate, and fires are common. We stopped at the Andean
Condor preserve headquarters of Mr. Fabian Ramallo. Thanks
to his tireless efforts, this magnificent bird, once nearly exterminated from these mountains, has made a successful comeback.
The western escarpment of the Sierras de Cordoba is consider-

ably more rugged than the eastern side. Back down into woody
scrub again, a locally common legume is Vachellia atramentaria
(Acacia atramentaria), a small-stature tree or large shrub. Along
the roadside we found Rhynchosia senna with attractive yellow
flowers.
Sunny skies and a brisk wind welcomed us to San Luis Province. Shrubs of Erythrostemon gilliesii (Caesalpinia gilliesii) and Senna
aphylla blazed with flowers along the highway. The Arid Chaco
scrub in this region is dominated by Parkinsonia praecox subsp.
praecox, Prosopis spp., Senna aphylla and Larrea divaricata. The only
larger cactus present is an occasional Cereus aethiops, “cardoncillo”.
This species seldom grows more than 4 m tall. Alongside the
Sierra de San Luis, the downpour from a thunderstorm gave
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way to a spectacular double rainbow, punctuated by lightning
strikes. The sun, low on the cloudless western horizon, cast brilliant light that illuminated raindrops on flowering patches of
Hoffmannseggia glauca along the highway shoulders. Known as
“porotrillo” in Argentina, this lowgrowing, herbaceous legume
is also native to the southwest U.S. and Mexico where it is called
“hog potato” or “camote de raton”. The tuberous roots have been
used as a source of food. A full moon rose above the Sierra
de San Luis. The first stars appeared as the orange glow of the
sunset faded in the west. An isolated thunderstorm to the south
flickered with shades of pink and peach.
We awoke in San Luis to rain showers followed by clearing
skies. Traveling northwest, we came to the Sierra de las Quijadas.
A national park preserves an extensive area of desert and scrub
in and around this low mountain range. Here again, we found
the vegetation lush and in flower due to the ample rains. Average yearly precipitation at the park is 300-400 mm (12-16 in.).
The diverse shrub flora is dominated by Larrea cuneifolia. Several
smaller cacti are abundant and legumes are common. Adesmia
triyuga is a spinescent shrub with yellow pea-like flowers. This
diverse South American genus includes at least 225 species.
Other familiar legumes here are Senegalia furcatispina, Parkinsonia praecox (subsp. glauca), Prosopidastrum globosum, Senna aphylla
and Zuccagnia punctata. Three species of Prosopis, P. chilensis, P.
flexuosa and P. torquata, were seen. The “chañar”, Geoffroea decorticans, is present. This widespread, hardy and adaptable legume
resembles species of Parknsonia, with photosynthetic bark and
yellow flowers; though the flowers of Geoffroea are pea-like. The
specific epithet refers to the bark that decorticates in strips
and patches. The fruit is unusual among legumes, consisting
of a thin fleshy rind surrounding a single-seeded “pit”. When
ripe, the fleshy exocarp is edible and has the flavor of gingerbread. It is eagerly sought by wildlife and domestic stock, and
is employed in a variety of food and beverage applications in
areas where it occurs. Cultivated plants have done very well
in Arizona, though a tendency to spread by roots, eventually
forming large thickets, is a potential drawback. We were excited
to find Ramorinoa girolae growing on sandstone ledges above a
canyon. This monotypic papilionoid legume is endemic to arid
regions of western Argentina. A shrub or small tree, R. girolae forms a canopy of dense, green, spinescent twigs with tiny
scale-like leaves and racemes of yellow flowers and woody pods.
The contorted appearance of some of these plants suggests
they are long-lived. Dead stems containing an unusual woody
star-burst gall are sold as curios and the seeds are reported to
be used as a coffee substitute.
Returning to San Luis, we headed south towards San Rafael.
Extensive areas of Geoffroea decorticans dominate the landscape,
with each plant consisting of hundreds of individual trunks
connected by roots and forming scrubby, impenetrable, dome-
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Figure 13. Ramorinoa girolae, a papilionoid legume endemic to arid
regions of western Argentina. Sierra de las Quijadas National Park,
northwest of San Luis. MBJ

Figure 14. Matt Johnson braces himself against winds gusting up to
60 mph in the Atuel River valley west of San Rafael. The Andes rise
sharply in the backround to the west. JMP

Figure 15. Lathyrus macropus, “agua de nieve de la sierra”. MBJ
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shaped thickets 30 m (100 ft) or more across. The vegetation
gradually changed to a shrubby grassland covering an extensive undulating plain. Prosopidastrum globosum, “caballo del diablo”
is common here. This shrub grows to 2 m tall and has sharptipped, photosynthetic twigs, small leaves, and white flower
heads. A cold wind blew from the southwest as the sun set.
Heading west the next morning from San Rafael under a
high overcast, we came to the Sierra Pintada. The lower eastern slopes support a dense population of Echinopsis candicans
(Trichocereus candicans) forming clumps of thick, ultimately
reclining stems. In the cool morning temperatures we were
treated to a spectacular display of hundreds of large, white,
funnel-shaped flowers arising from these cacti. Beyond this
low mountain range the highway took us across a broad
sandy valley with grasses and scattered shrubs. Prosopis alpataco
formed hummocks to 5 m across and seldom more than a
meter high. The sparse, newly emerging foliage could scarcely
hide the intimidating spines, as thick as the twigs and up to 10
cm long. The snow-capped Andes loomed to the west.
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The skies had cleared except for a few clouds swirling around
the summits of the rugged peaks. Brilliant ice fields shown in
the sunlight. Cerro Sosneado, at 5,189 m (17,020 ft) was the
highest peak visible. We ascended the Atuel Valley on a rather
marginal road. Ice cold streams crossed our route to join the
swift-flowing Río Atuel. We encountered a third creosote bush,
Larrea nitida. Appearing similar to the others from a distance,
this species has pinnate leaves. The valley narrowed and the
vegetation took on a more xeric aspect. Though the sun was
warm, a piercing cold gale buffeted us with gusts up to 100
kilometers per hour (60 mph), making photography extremely
difficult. The wind pelted us with airborne sand and bits of
plant debris. The frequent strong winds have shaped a fascinating community of cushion plants – the growing tips being
pruned by the wind so that species with a more typical shrublike growth form were shaped into tightly branched domes and
mounds. Several legumes grew here including Ramorinoa girolae,
a species of Adesmia and an herbaceous Astragalus. Also present was an as yet unidentified, low-growing herbaceous Senna
with rather large leathery leaflets and showy yellow flowers. A
most unexpected find was Lathyrus macropus, “agua de nieve de
la sierra”. This robust herbaceous perennial with large leathery
elliptic dark green leaves, trailing stems, and racemes of purple
flowers, seemed oblivious to the wind and blowing sand.
We headed north toward Mendoza. A huge wall of rock to
the west flanked our route, rising abruptly from the lowlands
and forming a spectacular backdrop with icy peaks reaching
elevations of 7,000 m (20,000 ft). Back in Mendoza, we attended a conference on the conservation and sustainable use of
Prosopis in South America.
Our travels around Argentina covered 4,000 km (2,500
miles) through seven provinces in eight days, with additional
short trips out from Mendoza. A wealth of information was
obtained on individual plant species and the communities in
which they occur. Hundreds of slides documented the plants
and their habitats. This information will benefit both DELEP
and BTA. We are indebted to the many people who shared
their time and knowledge with us. We especially thank Mariano
Cony and the personnel at CRICYT, and Frederico Soria.

The South American
Deserts Exhibit
Plans for creating the South American Deserts Exhibit northeast of Ayer Lake were underway as early as 1990. Matt Johnson
visited South America three different times in the early 1990s,
exploring both the Chaco and Monte regions on each trip. In
1993, he was instrumental in helping to create a document that
would guide the creation of this new exhibit, further refined by
the collective experience of Bill Feldman, Jeff Petrie, and Matt
Johnson, realized from the 2000 expedition described in this
article. Many of the very first South American accessions came
from seed that Matt collected during the earlier expeditions.
By 2001, planting in the new exhibit was well underway, and
continued steadily for the next several years, including many new
accessions later acquired as a result of contacts made during the
2000 expedition. Six large Echinopsis terscheckii cacti and other
large columnar cactus species were planted in 2009, rounding
out the South American exhibit with a hillside of these cacti,
creating an effect that is similar to the way these cacti might be
found in their native habitat in the Monte region of Argentina.
Figure 16 (right). Several Echinopsis terscheckii cacti in the foreground with the vernacular architecture of the quincho behind. KWS
Figure 17 (below). Bill Feldman contemplates the high point of the
day’s climb in the Syunt-Khasardagh Zapovednik of Turkmenistan.
Photo: A. Saparmuradov

